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As a result of the widespread adoption of loyalty programs 
by brands, customers have come to expect discounts in 
return for their business. Loyalty marketers are realizing 
what worked for loyalty programs in the past will not work 
moving forward.
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Today’s loyalty programs remain overly focused 
on discounts and often overlook initiatives to 
develop an emotional connection with members. 
Overcoming the inertia of decades of discount-
focused loyalty programs is not an easy task, 
but developing a loyalty program that engages 
today’s consumers is dependent upon your ability 
to connect with them.

According to an independent research study by 
Inte Q, customers’ engagement with their favorite 
loyalty program has not changed over the last 
year and the majority of programs have become 
stale. It’s time for brands to adjust their focus and 
add some flavor to their loyalty programs.

With nearly every brand offering discounts for 
repeat purchases, how can you use your loyalty 
program to engage and connect with customers 
to stand out from the competition?

Are you using loyalty as simply a means to collect 
customer information and widely broadcast 
offers and promotional messaging? Or, have you 
developed a strategy to strengthen customer 
connections and drive growth?
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64%
of members indicate 

that engagement 
with their favorite 

loyalty program has 
not changed in the 

past year



The Facts About 
Loyalty Programs
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68%
of consumers view 
loyalty programs 

as very or 
extremely valuable

54%
of loyalty program 

members, in general, 
state being a member 
drives them to spend
more with the brand

66%
of Millennials report 

loyalty programs 
make them spend 
more compared to 

similar brands



What Do You Expect To Be Included 
In A Loyalty Program?

69% - Discounts
45% - Early Access To Sales And Discounts
43% - Priority Or Free Shipping
31% - Mobile App
30% - Access To Premium Features

Favorite Benefits Or Perks Of Loyalty Programs

35%Discounts

14%Early Access To Sales And Discounts

12%Mobile App 

Priority Or Free Shipping 10%

9%Access To Premium Features 

8%Better Customer Service 

7%Early Access To New Products 

6%Experiential Benefits 

5%Customized Products

4%Priority In-Store Checkout
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The Importance Of Mobile Apps

42%
of Millennials expect 

loyalty programs 
to have a mobile app

19%
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of 35-44 year olds 
indicate that a Mobile 
App is their favorite 
benefit or perk from 

their loyalty program – 
above discounts!
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On average, consumers identify 
themselves as belonging to 3-5 
loyalty programs. In reality, they 
probably belong to several more, 
they are just not active participants

3-5
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30%
of consumers are unsure if their favorite 

brand even has a loyalty program

Are Your Customers Loyal?

Is Loyalty Too Much Effort?

I don’t want excessive emails from brands

It takes too long to earn 
rewards/reap benefits

I don’t see the value

40%
Very Satisfied

32%
Somewhat Satisfied

When asked about the level of effort required to earn rewards or benefits, 
consumers indicated satisfaction levels of:

Common Reasons For Not
Joining A Loyalty Program:

Common Problems Facing Loyalty Programs
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Feeling The Brand Love
Before exploring how to connect with customers through an engaging loyalty program, 
we must first take a look at your brand. Are you stirring up the right emotions with your 
messaging? Do your customers view you as reliable, honest, and modern – or feeble, 
insincere, and antiquated? You must have the proper basic ingredients for a great brand, 
before you begin adding flavor with a loyalty program. 



Using A Loyalty Program To Prove Brand Reliability
Consumer trust in your brand is based on the consumer’s belief your brand can accomplish its value promise 
and brand reliability evolves when the brand consistently delivers on that promise.

Offering A Buy Online, Pick-Up In-Store Option
Customers will begin to count on your brand to have the items they need, and 
have the items ready when they arrive at your store.

Online Inventory Check On Your Website 
If a customer wants to purchase an item in-store, show them online when an 
item is low in stock. Even better, show them the quantity available. Driving to 
a store to pick up an item only to discover it is out of stock, creates a negative 
brand experience.

Offer Points For Out-Of-Stock Items
If an item is out of stock, offer a consumer points towards their rewards program, 
guaranteeing they will receive a discount when the item is back in stock and 
purchased. This lessens the disappointment of the out-of-stock item.

66% of U.S. Consumers Describe Their 
Favorite Brand As “Reliable”

What can you offer in your loyalty program that establishes trust with your customers? Some examples of how 
brands have proven reliability within their loyalty program include:
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What Makes A Brand A Consumer Favorite?

Quality

Across all industries 
explored1, quality was 

the most important factor 
in a brand followed by 

convenience, price and variety

Personality

In the Apparel industry, 50% 
of respondents indicated a 

brand is their favorite because 
“it has a brand personality 
that resonates with me”

Social Presence

24% of Millennials indicate 
a brand is their favorite 

because it has a strong social  
media presence

Reliability
66% of people surveyed 

describe their favorite 
brand as reliable

Honesty
39% of people surveyed 

describe their favorite 
brand as honest

Innovation
32% of people surveyed 

describe their favorite 
brand as innovative

If you are a Hilton Honors Member, Hilton guarantees reservation availability 
when reservations are made 48 hours prior to intended arrival. 
Now that’s reliability.
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A recent Forbes study indicated 81% of Millennials expect brands to go above and beyond simply 
generating content and make efforts to improve their communities. This can have a major impact on 
brand loyalty as consumers are increasingly likely to support brands that act as drivers of change and 
become active in their communities. Nearly 66% of consumers are willing to pay extra for products 
and services that come from brands committed to a positive social and environmental impact. 
Incorporating corporate social responsibility initiatives as part of your loyalty offering improves the 
customer experience you offer. 

EXAMPLE: TOMS Passport Rewards program offers loyalty members 
the option to redeem points for a donation to a charitable cause 
or initiative. For example, members can redeem points for a $25 
donation to help TOMS support U.S.-based after-school groups and 
community development programs. This option creates goodwill 
and fosters an emotional connection to the brand.

Growing Importance Of Charity 
Amongst Millennials
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66%
of consumers 

are willing to pay extra 
for brands committed 

to creating
social impact



How Do Customers Connect?

How Consumers Typically Interact With Their Favorite Brands

61% - Purchase Product In-store
43% - Purchase Product Online
27% - Shop Products Online Without Purchasing
22% - Shop Products In-Person Without Purchasing
21% - Follow The Brand On Social Media

When looking at how each age group interacts with their favorite 
brand, “purchase product in-person” remains the preferred 
interaction, but the magnitude of this preference is changing 
amongst Generation Z - with only a 15% gap between the 
amount of customers who would prefer to purchase a product 
in-store compared to making a purchase online.

More surprising, Generation Z prefers following a brand on 
social media equally to purchasing a product online. Today it 
is not enough to simply have a social media page; Millennials 
and Generation Zs expect engaging content from the brands  
they love. 

Consider using your loyalty program to foster a social media 
connection. Offer rewards for interacting with your brand on your 
social platforms and use social media data to further personalize 
your communications.

Social Media Tip
Consider partnering with social media influencers to provide a unique package of products 
and deals to your younger customers to increasing engagement and authenticity. Working with 
influencers whom act as brand ambassadors and create meaningful content can magnify the 
potency of an existing loyalty program.
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50%
of marketers are 
collecting social

 media data, but only
14% are using it

-Forrester 
The State of Loyalty  

Strategies 2018



44% of Millennials follow their 
favorite brand on social media 24%

of Millennials indicate 
a brand is their favorite  
because it has a strong  
social media presence 

Preferred Ways To Interact With Favorite Brand By Age

18 to 24 25 to 34 35 to 44 45 to 54 55 to 64 65 and over

Follow brand 
on social 

media
44% 33% 20% 12% 10% 5%

Shop products 
online without 

purchasing
39% 36% 25% 28% 21% 16%

Shop products 
in-person 
without 

purchasing

37% 29% 25% 26% 16% 16%

Purchase 
product 

in-person
59% 63% 67% 67% 73% 78%

Purchase 
product online 44% 49% 47% 44% 34% 32%

Other 12% 7% 9% 10% 8% 5%
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Using Loyalty Programs To 
Connect Customers To The Best 
Possible Brand Experience
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Take a hard look at how your loyalty program is structured and evaluate the value 
proposition. Are you offering more than just the monetary value of the rewards? 
Or, are you using your loyalty program as a conduit for the best of what your brand 
has to offer?

68%
of consumers view 

loyalty programs as very 
or extremely valuable

24%
view loyalty programs 
as somewhat valuable

51%
of loyalty program 

members feel they are 
getting a “somewhat  

better experience” than  
non-program members

Providing discounts is table stakes for any loyalty program. Consumers expect to earn points for their repeat 
purchases, earning coupons and discounts – unfortunately this no longer guarantees their loyalty. Customers 
want to feel valued as a frequent shopper and want an elevated experience in return for their loyalty.

The Amazon Effect
After expecting discounts, consumers choose to have priority or free shipping as part of a loyalty program. This 
is often referred to as “the Amazon effect.” Think about the Amazon Prime model – Amazon Prime claims to 
offer free two day shipping on a vast assortment of products – yet the shipping is not truly free. Prime members 
are paying $120 upfront for free shipping throughout the year. However, this is positioned in consumers’ minds 
as free shipping and they have come to expect free shipping as part of other loyalty memberships. 

71%
of consumers surveyed indicated they would be 
interested in joining a VIP version of their loyalty 
program even if it meant paying an additional fee
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Premium Loyalty
With the abundance of loyalty programs in the market today, it’s no wonder consumers 
have become immune to offers and incentives. Yet, premium loyalty programs (often 
called VIP, Membership, or Paid Loyalty) are paving new ground in this mature field. In a 
tough competitive market, retailers as diverse as Amazon, GameStop, and A.C. Moore 
are using premium loyalty programs to take customer engagement, customer loyalty 
and incremental revenue to new heights.



For just $14.99, the 50 million-plus members of GameStop’s PowerUp Rewards program gain exclusive access 
to merchandise, special deals, discounts, bonus points, and the popular GameInformer magazine.

50% of transactions have a PowerUp Rewards card attached to them. “It makes you feel like you’re part of this 
exclusive club,” said Yory Wurmser, retail analyst at eMarketer.

This program demonstrates that PowerUp Rewards members see the value in paying a fee for their status in the 
program. For gaming enthusiasts willing to pay up front, the brand incentivizes spend and encourages loyalty.

A.C. Moore’s “Pinwheel VIP” program extends the A.C. Moore brand experience beyond the confines of their 
stores’ four walls, making the brand more meaningful for customers. This exclusive program is an annual paid 
membership program offered to A.C. Moore customers for $39.99 and includes over $200 in members-only 
savings. 

“[Our “Pinwheel VIP” program] differentiates our brand and enhances our customer experience!” - Anthony 
Piperno, President, A.C. Moore.

Amazon is a great example of connecting customers to the best possible brand experience with a loyalty 
program. Amazon shopping can be done by anyone but only Prime members have access to free two-day 
shipping, free two-hour delivery on select items, unlimited streaming of movies and TV episodes, unlimited and 
ad-free access to music, e-books and magazines, unlimited listening to original audiobooks, and much more. 

The best experience Amazon has to offer is reserved for their loyalty program members.
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Many marketers are stuck in a 
loyalty rut, and they know it. 

Loyalty programs remain overly 
focused on points and discounts 
and repeatedly forego emotional 

relationships with members.
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Most Desired Benefits By Age

18-24

Priority or Free
Shipping

25-34

Experiential
Benefits

35-44

Priority in-line 
in-store

45-54

Early Access to 
Sales and Discounts

&
Priority in-line 

in-store

55+

Early Access to 
Sales and Discounts

19%
 MOBILE APP 

Mobile App is their favorite benefit or 
perk from a loyalty program – even 

above discounts! 

15%
FREE SHIPPING

In addition to free shipping they would 
like to see “priority in line when in-store” 
offered by their favorite loyalty program

These consumers place value on convenience. 
They are typically young families short on time.

Not A Loyalty Member? What Are The Top Reasons That Would 
Convince You To Join?

1. Discounts
2. Free Shipping
3. Early Access to New Products

4. Assess to Premium Features
5. Better Customer Service

What Is The Favorite Loyalty Program “Perk”
Among 35-44 Year Olds?
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The Loyalty Experience
Customer loyalty is not given willingly, it has to be earned by 
developing and consistently delivering a customer-centered 
experience.
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Loyalty members expect to be treated differently in exchange 
for their loyalty. Loyalty marketers often do not meet this 
expectation and have, quite simply, ruined loyalty programs. 
Many marketers use their program as merely a promotional 
channel to push out offers in an attempt to drive business. 
This puts loyalty marketers behind in the race for creating a 
valuable customer connection. 

Overall, consumer expectations for brands are on the rise 
and the stakes are higher than ever for loyalty marketers to 
engage a brand’s most frequent shoppers.

The Problem: Not Meeting 
Customer Expectations

Only 20% of loyalty marketers surveyed by Forrester2 agreed 
their loyalty technology is fully integrated with their internal 
systems to enable customer-centric experiences. Without 
this integration marketers are unable to deliver the elevated, 
personalized experience consumers expect. 

Much like with interpersonal relationships, in order to 
connect, individuals must get to know each other. Using data 
to get to know your customers strengthens their connection 
to your brand and improves the loyalty experience. Systems 
and data integrations are imperative for any brand trying to 
succeed in this data-driven world.

The basic information customers provide when they sign 
up for your loyalty program, and first-party data gleaned 
from loyalty apps and websites enable marketers to make 
great strides in getting to know customers better. With 
this information, they are able to deliver messaging that is 
tailored to the individual and aligns with their preferences and 
purchase behavior. With personalization, the message feels 
relevant to the customer, rather than bothersome and filled 
with  generic content that is blasted to everyone. Customers 
will look forward to the valuable content provided that aligns 
with their interests.

The Solution: Personalization

Advanced technology is empowering 
companies to deliver predictive and 
personalized content to consumers, improving 
their experience and making engagement more 
seamless. Amazon has demonstrated this with 
the introduction of Amazon Dash Buttons. 
Dash Buttons allow customers to reorder 
commonly-purchased products with a single 
push of a button. Convenient and frictionless 
purchasing allows Amazon to once again 
increase customer loyalty. The capabilities of 
predicting customer behavior will only improve 
as technologies such as machine learning and 
artificial intelligence solutions advance.

42%
of marketers identified 
“personalizing offers, 

content, and experiences 
based on behavior” as the 
greatest challenges facing 

your overall 
loyalty efforts

-Forrester 
The State of Loyalty  

Strategies 2018

The Power Of Personalization

1Forrester, The State of Loyalty Strategies 2018
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It’s About More Than Points
Today’s brands realize loyalty programs aren’t just about earning points. For example, beauty retailer Sephora, 
who has been successful with their “Beauty Insider” loyalty program, offers free makeup classes, makeovers 
and access to exclusive beauty events to keep their customers engaged. Lifestyle benefits like these create an 
experience for the customer that goes beyond collecting points. 

ULTA, a beauty retailer and Sephora competitor, has a similar strategy. They frequently offer free gifts with 
a minimum purchase of certain products to their loyalty members. Members are surprised and delighted to 
receive the free gift for which they didn’t have to redeem any of their points.
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80%of consumers believe a brand must 
demonstrate that they care about customer experience 

before they will even consider a purchase.
-Wunderman
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You want people to get excited 
about your business, and that can’t 

happen without establishing an 
emotional connection. That means 

treating every touchpoint with 
your customers like a face-to-face 

conversation. What information 
would you share? How would you 
talk about your products? Would 
you be smiling? Consumers have 
a lot of choices. It’s your job as a 
marketer to give them a reason  

to care.

Shawn Graham
Deep Varnish



WITH 30% OF CONSUMERS BEING UNSURE if their favorite brand has a loyalty 
program it is imperative for all brands to consider their communication regarding the 
programs they have put in place to engage consumers. Below are some tips on how 
to communicate with customers and drive signups to your loyalty program.

Are Your Customers Loyal?

Engage Customers at Checkout

Because customers can potentially get 
rewards on their purchase, the best time 
to approach customers about your loyalty 
program is at checkout. Ensure store 
associates are incentivized  to promote 
your loyalty program, and create eye 
catching visuals regarding your loyalty 
program on your website.

Ask Questions

Ask customers if they have any rewards to 
redeem at checkout. This sparks curiosity 
amongst customers. They may realize 
that other customers are getting rewards 
they are not and are likely to sign up for 
your program in fear of missing out on a 
great deal. 
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Make Signing Up Easy

Don’t ask for all the information you wish 
to collect from members upfront. There’s 
time for that after a customer joins your 
loyalty program. Simply ask for a phone 
number or email address, ensuring them 
that by providing this information they will 
start to earn points and receive rewards.

Create Awareness

Create awareness of your loyalty program 
with adequate in-store signage and online 
communications with your customers.
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Communication Connection
When loyalty marketers were asked about their biggest pain 
point, 38% stated “piecing together the customer journey for loyal 
customers across all interactions and touchpoints (online, mobile, 
social, offline, back office).”
- Forrester The State of Loyalty Strategies 2018



Preferred Method Of Communication By Age

19% of 35-44 year olds indicate a Mobile App is their favorite benefit or perk from 
their loyalty program. Use the loyalty app to communicate with this group, rather 
than bombarding them with email after email.

Email In-Person In-App Website

18-24 · · ·
25-34 · ·
35-44 · ·
45-54 · ·
55-64 · ·
65+ · ·

Some Consumers Aren’t A Member of Any Loyalty Programs. Why?

1. They don’t want excessive emails from brands
2. It takes too long to earn rewards/reap benefits
3. They don’t see the value

Today, many loyalty cards live on our smart phones, and we’re inundated with offers and emails to entice 
us to earn more points. Communicate with each generation in their preferred channel to help break through  
the noise.
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Loyalty WORKS

Consumer engagement in customer loyalty programs doesn’t seem to be waning, and brands are reaping  
the rewards.

When looking to improve your customer connection in 2019, take a close look at 
your loyalty program - what is the experience you are creating for consumers and 
how will they remember your brand?

$42.33
Loyalty program members on 

average spend $42.33 more with 
traditional retailers than shoppers 

not in the loyalty program.

66%
of Millennials self-report that loyalty 
programs make them spend more 

compared to similar brands.
- Inte Q proprietary research

The majority of members (54%) state that being a member of their favorite loyalty program results in them 
spending more with the brand compared to similar brands. This number increases in industries that have a track 
record for providing value to their members:

63%
for the Airline 
+ Hotel Industry

60%
for the Credit Card 
Industry

59%
for the Apparel
Industry

1A proprietary survey was completed by Inte Q in January 2019. Survey results appearing throughout this document are from 
a sample representative of the U.S. adult population. Consumers were asked about their favorite brand amongst the following 
industries: Financial Services, Grocers/Drugstores, Dining QSR (quick service restaurant), Dining Casual, Retail Specialty, Retail 
Department, Health + Beauty, Airline + Hotel, Food + Beverage Services, Apparel, Technology, Other.

- Forrester,  
How Consumers Really Feel About Loyalty Programs
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Explore your options when it comes to truly connecting with 
customers through your loyalty program. Are you simply using 

your loyalty program as a promotional tool, or are you creating an 
engaging customer experience?

Start connecting with your customers. 
Contact us today at inteqinsights.com/contact-us
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1815 S Meyers Rd
Suite 300

Oakbrook Terrace, IL 60181
(630) 874-2424

inteqinsights.com


